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Huttons expands 
General Electric Aviation’s horizons

General Electric Company 

GE is an American multinational conglomerate 

corporation incorporated in Schenectady, New York and 

headquartered in Fairfi eld, Connecticut, United States.  

The company operates through four segments: 

Energy, Technology Infrastructure, Capital Finance and 

Consumer & Industrial.

GE Technology Infrastructure is a business group of 

General Electric composed of three GE companies: GE 

Aviation, GE Healthcare, and GE Transportation

Background

Having been in their current offi ces in West Drayton 

since 1999, GE Infrastructure found that there was a 

strong need to increase their offi ce space.

 The Challenge

In 2011 GE had the opportunity to expand into the top 

fl oor of the building which was available.   

The initial challenge was to fi nd a supplier that could 

assist GE in expanding into this space with a design 

that provided continuity with the existing offi ce 

environment. 

It was imperative that the end result did not deliver 

an ‘old’ versus ‘new’ stark contrast and as such, the 

existing space became the brief for the new fl oor.

The Process

Engaging with a select group of potential suppliers 

including Huttons, GE requested competitive quotations 

to meet their specifi c design brief and timescales.  

Scheduling for the project to be fi nished by the fi rst 

week in January 2012, GE felt this timescale was 

achievable.  GE were also reassured that the redesign 

would not adversely impact their business.  

This is an example of our skills in extending 

offices, if you would like to know what else we 

can do please call us on 01276 472400
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“We rarely provide testimonials at GE Aviation Sales 

(West Drayton), however when a supplier provides outstanding 

service to this level, it would be wrong to decline.  

I would recommend Huttons without hesitation”  

Alexis Marld, GE Aviation  

als at GE AAviviviiiiviviaaaaation Sales

web: huttonsltd.co.uk
email: matthew@huttonsltd.co.uk
email: ben@huttonsltd.co.uk
tel: 01276 472400

Your Next Step

On the recommendation of their Landlord, Huttons 

had previously been instructed to complete a smaller 

project - the creation of a communications room.  In 

addition to having impressed them on that occasion, 

Huttons’ proposal for the expansion project was very 

competitive.  Consequently their previous experience 

gave GE confi dence to award Huttons the contract. 

GE found Huttons to have a strong emphasis on 

customer service from the initial sales meeting through 

to the project handover.  

As the project progressed, GE found their family 

business approach meant that Huttons’ processes 

were joined up and communication was never an 

issue.  GE were also concerned as they had found that 

on occasions, when dealing with larger companies, it is 

possible to sometimes lose the personal approach that 

gives the customer vital peace of mind.

More than simply a case of delivering offi ce furniture, 

there were many fi ddly elements to this project 

including subtly moving walls and the tiling of the onsite 

apartment which GE use to accommodate visitors.

Huttons Background

With over a quarter of a century’s experience in the 

interiors industry, Huttons have the knowledge and 

experience to provide first class results.  

A cornerstone of Huttons’ business ethos is 

concentrated on the relationship with their customer.  

Working tirelessly to maintain the highest levels of 

excellent customer service.

Huttons have unequalled relationships with the 

industry supply chain; putting them in a unique 

position with regards to their expertise and value for 

money.

Results

Forced to signifi cantly alter the design during the 

project which did cause some concern, Huttons took 

this in their stride and GE were delighted to fi nd that 

the changes did not impact the budget in anyway.  

GE were particularly impressed that Huttons were able 

to recycle existing elements which fi tted with their 

environmental policies.


